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By Amanda Scott

Little, Brown & Company. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Laird's Choice,
Amanda Scott, When Lady Andrena MacFarlan helps escaped Highland-galley slave Magnus "Mag"
Galbraith elude men hunting him, she inadvertently sets in motion her father, Andrew's, long-laid
plan for reclaiming the chiefdom stolen from him nearly two decades ago by his traitorous cousin,
Parlan Pharlain. As Andrena and Mag set out to prove Pharlain's conspiracy, the two battle
Pharlain's men - and their own unexpected passion. Even more unexpected is the discovery that
Andrena is able to foresee their enemy's moves. Does she have mystical powers, or are she and her
father keeping secrets? Though their desire for one another continues to grow, Mag and Andrena
remain unsure of whom they can trust but with their lives on the line, they are forced to finally give
their trust - and their hearts - to someone other than themselves.
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This sort of publication is every thing and helped me seeking ahead of time plus more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I
found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf to learn.
-- Alex  Jenkins-- Alex  Jenkins

A fresh electronic book with a new perspective. It is one of the most remarkable book we have go through. Your daily life period will likely be transform the
instant you full reading this article pdf.
-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M
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